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Editorial02
SATURDAY,  MAY 02, 2015

The Byramjee Jeejebhoy Parsi Charitable  Institution, 
located in Mumbai stands tall as the proud recipient 
of The British Council of India, International  School 
Award 2014-2015. 
In December last year Mrs. Pawana Anchees, 
Principal of the school went to New Delhi to receive 
the honour on behalf of her School. BJPC has bagged 
this honour once before in the year 2010-2011.
Mrs. Anchees and co-ordinator 
Daisy Zohrabi, along with 
dedicated team of teachers feel 
elevated to have received this 
recognition for their efforts.

Dear Readers,

Nothing can humble us more than the power of Mother Nature. Last Saturday as we were 
all sipping chai and enjoying the Parsi Times paper, our dear neighbour, Nepal and parts 
of north India were shaken by earthquakes and aftershocks of a magnitude that silenced 
us all. In waves of shuddering, the earth shrugged off her map, villages, homes and lives. 
At times like this we must never measure the character of those who need our help but I 
cannot help but point out that my entire life I have been surrounded by people of Nepali 

origin who have been my closest friends and some even close enough to count as family to me. Some of them have 
suffered tragic losses of loved ones in this episode and our family is working toward helping them recover in whatever 
small way we can. 

been devastated, I came across a young organization in Mumbai that, on cross checking with some sources, seem 
to be doing work using the right connections and the right channels. There is no senseless hoarding involved but a 
planned and strategic mapping and sending of basics and other supplies to the affected areas. This organization is 
called the SHAWN KHAMBATTA FOUNDATION (SKF). 
SKF was set up in 2010 and is ably run by Simone Khambatta in the memory of her brother Shawn Khambatta 
who was snatched from this life too early. The basic work of the organization so far has been to target and uplift 
conditions of local Mumbai Institutions in dire need of tender love and care and amenities of course.
For one intense week, Simone and the team rallied all their friends and believers for the cause of a devastated 
Nepal. All this was being done through some serious authorities and channels. Miss Poorna Patel, a supporter of SKF 
(who always uses her political connections for good) had established contact with Ms. Rajlaxmi Golcha, Member of 
Parliament, Biratnagar Nepal. Ms. Golchha is presently involved in multiple community services establishments and 
herself is the founder of Mahendra Kumar Golchha Memorial Foundation. SKF understood the situation in depth 
from her and realized the intensity of damage to lives and habitat, was far more heart crunching than what the 
television and social media reported.  They organized inroads and got trucks of useful material from Mumbai to badly 
affected areas in Nepal. 
The reason I wanted to explain this was that while our hearts cry, we should not let tears cloud our vision and sense. If 
you are looking to donate (and you should be looking because you still have a home around you…) look at legitimate 
channels and people who have done their homework. Don’t go with an organization simply because it has been 
around a while… look at the younger efforts like SKF that are really sweating it out to make a difference. Support the 
efforts of a local Community to help another Community. 

and help in every way possible. 
In the meantime, take stock of all you love, pray and be grateful. It should never take an earthquake to jolt us into 
appreciation of all we have. 
Freyan.
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POINT TO NOTE: It’s the message, not the messenger you might be mad at! Please Note: The opinions expressed in ‘Letters to the Editor’ 
are those of Readers and contributors and do not necessarily express the opinion of our Publication. We reserve only the right to ‘edit for 

doubts and issues about the content of the letters, they are requested to contact the individual authors if his / her details are mentioned.

Dear Editor,
In last week’s Letters to 

the Editor, one by Mr. Dinyar 
Dotiwala and the other by 
Mr. Homi Dalal both have 
expressed  their anguish on 
the way the Community has 
tackled the matter of disposal 
of the bodies of our dead. We 
are unnecessarily distressed 
on this trivial matter and 
have made it an issue as if the 
welfare of the Community, 
depends upon the disposal 
of dead bodies. In the name 
of Religion we have ignored 
the more important issues of 
health, hygiene, sanitation and 
environment. There is a fresh 
controversy about whether we 

believe in only one God that is 
Ahura Mazda. As Zoroastrians 
we have a right to give a 

ones with all prayers, rituals 
and ceremonies performed 
by the family Priest at our 
Community prayer halls.  

The dead bodies lying in the 

Dokhmas are left rotting and 
bloating hurting the sentiments 
of the relatives, besides causing 
hazards to the environment 
and neighborhood. Holding the 
most responsible position of 
Trusteeship it was their duty 
to strive to offer an acceptable 
alternative to the Community. 
Even when their attention was 
drawn to two eco-friendly and 

of dead bodies they paid no 
heed and preferred to use their 
pressure tactics. Promesion 
and Resomation (full details 
available on Internet) both the 
methods are eco-friendly and 
in line with the tenets of our 
Religion. Perhaps it may help us 
to bring an end to a series of 

have been facing so long.
Piroja Jokhi

Dear Editor,
I understand that Mr. 

Dinshaw Mehta will be stepping 
down from the Trusteeship of 
the BPP on completion of 21 

years & three tenures, on 21st 
July, 2015. The election for his 
replacement must be held by 
20th August, 2015. I also read 
that the terms of four other 
Trustees come to an end in mid-
October 2015. The elections 
for their replacements / re-
election must be held by mid-
November 2015. There will be 
two elections within a period of 
10 to 12 weeks, each election 
costing the Community about 
Rs. 20 Lakhs.

Would it not be prudent 
if both these elections were 
clubbed together, saving the 
Community Rs. 20 Lakhs plus 
the agony (for most) and ecstasy 
(for a few)? I understand that Mr. 
Mehta cannot seek an extension 
of 10 weeks to coincide with 
the other four as his term has 
expired, but it would be quite 
in order if the other four can 
resign with effect from the 
date of the stepping down of 
Mr. Mehta, i.e. 21st July, 2015 
and seek re-election. This will 
save the Community time & 

Contd. on Pg. 03

Zai Bordi Parsi Anjuman Dar-E-Meher
The 99th Salgreh function of the Zai Bordi Parsi Anjuman Dar-E-Meher at 
Bordi will be held on Behram Roj of Adar Mahino, the 4th of May 2015. 
The Zai Bordi Parsi Anjuman cordially invites all Zarthostis to attend the 
Khushali Nu Jashan at the Agiary at 10.30 am, followed by a round of Chasni 
and lite refreshments. For details Contact: 9823486407/9822078151

Tpe bp¡fX$u ‘pfku A„Sy>d“ v$f¡dl¡f“u 99du iyc kpgN°¡l
Tpe bp¡fX$u ‘pfku A„Sy>d“ v$f¡dl¡f“u 99du iyc kpgN°¡l Apv$f drl“p¡ “¡ b¡l¡fp„d fp¡S> sp. 4’u d¡ 
2015“p qv$“¡ bp¡fX$udp„ DS>hhpdp„ Aphi¡. Myipgu“y„ S>i“ khpf¡ õV$p. V$p. 10.00 L$gpL¡$ L$fhpdp„ 
Aphi¡. Tpe bp¡fX$u ‘pfku A„Sy>d“ b^p b¡lv$u“p¡“¡ Myipgu“y„ S>i“ DS>hhp ArNepfudp„ Apd„Ó¡ R>¡.

Sardar Sorabji Ratanji Patel Dar-E-Meher, Pune
On the occasion of 168th Salgreh of Sardar Sorabji Ratanji Patel Dar-E-
Meher, on 04-05-2015 (Roj Behram Mah Adar), a Machi will be offered at 
4.15 pm followed by a Jashan Ceremony at 5 pm. All Community members 
are invited.

‘|“p“p kfv$pf kp¡fpbÆ fs“Æ ‘V¡$g v$f¡dl¡f“u 168du iyc kpgN°¡l
‘|“p“p kfv$pf kp¡fpbÆ fs“Æ ‘V¡$g v$f¡dl¡f“u 168du iyc kpgN°¡l fp¡S> b¡l¡fp„d, dpl Apv$f“¡ sp. 
04’u d¡ 2015“p qv$“¡ DS>hhpdp„ Aphi¡. Myipgu“y„ S>i“ kp„S>¡ õV$p. V$p. 5.00 L$gpL¡$ A“¡ dpQu 
q¾$ep kp„S>¡ õV$p. V$p. 4.15 L$gpL¡$ L$fhpdp„ Aphi¡. kh£ S>f’p¡õsuAp¡ ‘^pfhp rh“„su R>¡Æ.

Sir Jamsetji Jeejeebhoy (First Baronet) Adarian, Adajan
On the occasion of 188th Salgreh of  Sir Jamsetji Jeejeebhoy (First Baronet) 
Adarian on 04-05-2015 (Roj Behram Mah Adar), a Jashan Ceremony will be 
performed at 5 pm. All Community members are invited.

AX$pS>Z“u kf S>di¡sÆ ÆÆcp¡e (‘l¡gp b¡fp¡“¡V$) Apv$qfep““u 
188du iyc kpgN°¡l

AX$pS>Z“u kf S>di¡sÆ ÆÆcp¡e(‘l¡gp b¡fp¡“¡V$) Apv$qfep““u 188du iyc kpgN°¡l fp¡S> 
b¡l¡fp„d, dpl Apv$f “¡ sp. 04’u d¡ 2015“p qv$“¡ DS>hhpdp„ Aphi¡. Myipgu“y„ S>i“ kp„S>¡ õV$p. 

V$p. 5.00 hpÁe¡ L$fhpdp„ Aphi¡. kh£ S>f’p¡õsuAp¡ ‘^pfhp rh“„su R>¡Æ.

The 128th Salgreh of Igatpuri Zarthosti Anjuman Dar-E-Meher
The 128th Salgreh function of the Igatpuri Zarathosti Anjuman Dar-E-Meher 
at Igatpuri will be held on Asfandarmad Roj of Dae Mahino, the 19th of 
May 2015. The Anjuman and Panthaki Saheb cordially invites all Zarthostis 
to attend the Havan Geh Machi at 6.30 am and Khushali Nu Jashan at the 
Agiary at 10.00 am followed by a round of Chasni and lite refreshments.
For details Contact: Panthaki Tehmtan Karanjia 9821351320.

CNs‘yfu S>f’p¡õsu A„Sy>d“ v$f¡dl¡f“u 128du iyc kpgN°¡l
CNs‘yfu v$f¡dl¡f“u S>f’p¡õsu A„Sy>d“ v$f¡dl¡f“u 128du iyc kpgN°¡l Aõa„v$pd®v$ fp¡S>, v$A¡ drl“p¡ 
“¡> sp. 19du d¡ 2015“p qv$“¡ CNs‘yfudp„ DS>hhpdp„ Aphi¡. A„Sy>d“ A“¡ ‘„’L$u kpl¡b b^p 
b¡lv$u“p¡“¡ Myipgu“y„ S>i“ d“phhp ArNepfudp„ Apd„Ó¡ R>¡. lph“ N¡l dpQu“u q¾$ep khpf¡ õV¡$.V$p. 
06.30 hpÁe¡ A“¡ S>i“ khpf¡ õV¡$.V$p.10.00 hpÁe¡ L$fhpdp„ Aphi¡. k„‘L®$$: ‘„’L$u s¡ldV$“ L$f„rS>ep 
9821351320.

Seth Cawasjee Dinshawji Adenwalla Dar-E-Meher, Lonavla
A Jashan Ceremony will be performed on 6th May 2015 at 9.30 am to 
commemorate the auspicious occasion of the anniversary of Atash Padshah Saheb 
at Seth Cawasjee Dinshawji Adenwalla Dar-E-Meher in Lonavla. All Community 
Members are invited.

gp¡“phgp“u i¡W$ L$phkÆ qv$“ipÆ A¡X$“hpgp v$f¡dl¡f“u iyc kpgN°¡l
i¡W$ L$phkÆ qv$“ipÆ A¡X$“hpgp“u iyc kpgN°¡l sp. 06Ì$u d¡ 2015“p qv$“¡ DS>hhpdp„ Aphi¡. 
Myipgu“y„ S>i“ khpf¡ õV$p. V$p. 9.30 hpÁe¡ L$fhpdp„ Aphi¡. kh£ S>f’p¡õsuAp¡ ‘^pfhp rh“„su R>¡Æ.

RELIGIOUS ANNOUNCEMENT

LOG ON and HELP OUT! 
See the daily updates on their FACEBOOK page 

The Shawn Khambatta Foundation and MYO for 

NEPAL to know exactly what is needed on that day. 

CASH AND BASIC NEEDS can help. 

Also… SKF is beginning a drive to rehabilitate the 

thousands of cattle and domestic pets that suffered over the tragic 

weekend. The team is young and helpful and will connect with you if 

you mail them at shawnkhambattafoundation@gmail.com

Check out SKF work on www.facebook.com/skfmyo and join the effort
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Matrimonial alliance invited from parents of a cultured, 
graduate, working Parsi girl, aged 38 years, 

from well-settled, well-educated, Parsi boy from cultured 
family settled in Mumbai.

Please send the details with a photograph to
76matri@gmail.com.

Matrimonial alliance invited from parents of a cultured 
Parsi girl, aged 34 years, Chartered Accountant, working 

 
well settled, Parsi boy (Professionals preferred) from 

cultured family settled in Mumbai or abroad.
Please send the details with a photograph to

1001matri@gmail.com. 

Parents of Parsi boy, 28 yrs, tall, fair and handsome 
working for a multinational company seeks matrimony 
from well educated, good looking and friendly natured 

girl, willing to settle abroad.
If interested please forward your date of birth, place 

partnersforlife09@gmail.com

PARSI  ZOROASTRIAN  SCIENCE  GRADUATE 
WITH  WEB-ENGINEERING  CERTIFICATE,  1978  

BORN, NON-MANGLIK,  UN-MARRIED  BOY  
RESIDING  IN  MUMBAI  IS  LOOKING  FOR  A  

SUITABLE  SIMPLE, UN-MARRIED  GIRL 
WITH  A  VIEW TO  MATRIMONY.

PLEASE  CONTACT  96190 92481  OR 
WRITE  TO  seemakay4@gmail.com

money.  Even the 6th incumbent 
whose term comes to an end in 
April 2016 could, for the sake 
of the Community, consider 
resigning six months earlier and 
seek re-election along with the 
other four.
Medioma Bhada

Dear Editor,
Bravo! Well done! Residents 

of Dadar Parsi Colony, Friends, 
Supporters, Religious Heads and 
many many more well wishers 
of the Community! 

You have proved that it 
is by a STRONG and SILENT 
DETERMINATION that the 
Greatest Victory is won. They 
are not proclaimed by the beat 
of drums as is done by some 
of our Community Heads and 
criminals and crooks! 

Our silent meetings and 
March to revive Bhikha Behram 
Kuva [well] to its present glory 
and to remove the Urinal built 
close by proves that ‘United we 
Stand... Divided we Fall’.

Today with the blessings of 

Ava Aredivisur Banoo the Well 
has become a sacred and regular 
prayer centre where hundreds 
congregate on Ava Roj for a 
Jashan and a knowledgeable 
talk given by our Scholar and 
Principal of Dadar Madresa 
Ervad Dr. Ramyar Karanjia. 

There are several other 
examples to prove that “Right 
is Right” not Might is Right. 
So keep it up ladies and 
gentlemen, as united we stand. 

Let us rekindle the story 
about Mahatma Gandhi who 
freed India from the British Raj 
by undertaking a similar ‘Non 
violence’ march with nothing 

hand and a walking stick in the 
other... and how All India walked 
with him... and what could the 
British Army do? Nothing! They 
were stunned and just watched 
in dazed silence. 

We learn by such examples, 
that the most inspiring and 
unexpected results are realized 
when we solve such immense 
problems with a profound will 
to do what is proven right, not 

Contd. on Pg. 18

Contd. from Pg. 02

TWITTER  https://twitter.com/TheParsiTimes

FaceBook Like: Parsi Times Newspaper
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The Cusrow Baug United 
Sports and Welfare 
League has recently 

refurbished the main lawn 
and to inaugurate the same, a 
Sports Day was planned on 25th 
April, 2015 for the Residents of 
the colony.

170 Residents of all age 
groups participated in over 20 
events ranging from 70 meter 

runs to cycle race, lemon and 
spoon race to balloon hop.

They had a special family 
race where a child, parent and 
grandparent had to participate 
from the same family. Another 
interesting race was Mom and 
Me where a child and a parent 
had to participate and we 
received over 30 teams.

The youngest participant 

was 2 years old and oldest 
participant was 82. This unique 
bonding between the residents 
brought a lot of joy not only to 
the participants but over 500 
on-lookers who enjoyed all the 
races from kids under 5 to the 
Senior Citizens Power Walk.

The evening ended with 

to all the winners and a 

contributory dinner. 
The managing committee of 

Cusrow Baug United Sports and 
Welfare League would like to 
thank all our donors for helping 
us refurbish the new lawn and 
all the participants for making 
the event a huge success.

Nature’s fury no man can combat
just surrender humbly, God’s feet at
Shed a tear for the loss heavy;
a blow at them Nature did levy.

Action to help, urgently taken 
must be
to reduce suffering, our aim must be. 
Pray for the living, to sustain
pray for the dead, to Heaven attain.

Parsis, a helping hand must lend
to the suffering victims, let us attend
to the hungry, food and water feed.
Work we must for this noble cause 
indeed !

Ms. Afried Dastur

Members of Lions Club of 
Bombay Queensway had 
the privilege of visiting the 

Saturday 25th April and they 
donated a generous amount 
of Rs 29500 towards the 
medicine and corpus.

(L-R) Ms. Khorshed Oomrigar, Roshan 
Master, Dilnavaz Kelavala, Nergish  

Sanjana handing over the donation.

Mr. Sohrab Khajotia felicitating the 
winners of  the 

Senior Citizens Power Walk (Men)

Mrs. Jeroo Buhariwala with the winner 
of  the Under 16 Girls Run

3 Generations Family Race Winners

Mr. Sohrab Khajotia felicitating the 
winners of  the 

Senior Citizens Power Walk (Ladies)
Girls Under 12 -

 Lemon & Spoon Race

Organisers and Volunteers of CB Sports Day 2015

Parsi Times will be at The Lords of the Ring event at Cusrow 
Baug Ground on the 1st, 2nd and 3rd of May. See you there!!!
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Sixteen newly ordained 
Navars and 15 Martabs 
were awarded prizes 

by Zoroastrian Winter Relief 
Fund (ZWRF) and Rustom Baug 
Association (RBA) at a special 
programme held on April 17, 
2015 during Frohar Foundation’s 
Exihibition on Zoroastriarusm 
at Albless Baug. 

A sizable gathering of Parsis 
and proud parents of the newly 
ordained Athornans was present 
to honour and applaud them 
and Mrs. Kumi J. Daroowalla, 
Founder and President Emeritus 
of Wnter Relief Fund and Rustom 
Baug Association. Ervad Dr. 
Ramyar Karanjia presided over 
the function with distinguished 
guests Ervad Parvez Bajan, 
Ervad Keki Raavji, religious 
scholar Khojaste Mistree and 
Mrs. Anahita Yazdi Desai. 

Mrs. Hutokshi Jamshed 
Irani new ZWRF President 
welcomed the guests and 
gathering and said the Rustom 
Baug Association had been 
sponsoring prizes for Navars 
and Martabs since the last 30 
years. She remembered with 
gratitude the late Kaikhushroo 
Fitter and the late Ervad 
Rustomjee Panthakee, Principal 
of Dadar Madressa who started 
Rustom Baug’s Dharmagyan 
classes. The Zoroastrian Winter 
Relief Fund which started in a 
small way to provide warmth 
with blankets to poor Parsis, 
has opened up to perform 
Navjotes of poor Zoroastrians, 
provide household items and 
furniture to young couples and 
other charitable causes.

Mrs. Zarine Bahamani who 
comped the programme then 
requested Ervad Dr. Ramyar 
Karanjia to give prizes to 
the Navars. The Navar Prizes 
donated by a Khuda Parast 

designed by artist Shahrukh 
lrarii, a photo frame of Asho 
Frohar and a cash prize of 

Rs.3000/. Similar prizes for 
Martabs donated by Roshan 
Charitable Trust in memory of 
late Roshan Contractor were 
presented by Ervad Keki Raavji. 
The Special Prize for Religious 
Achievement instituted by 
the Rustom Baug Association 
in revered memory of late Mr. 
Neville Wadia, our benefactor 
was awarded to 70 year old 
Mrs. Kelly Cyrus Shroff for 
successfully completing her 
Masters in Avesta Pahelvi with 

Distinction and 

Mumbai University. 
Ervad Parvez 
Bajan, her guide 
and tutor while 
handing over 
the prize lauded 
Kelly’s grit and 
perseverance. 

In his inspiring 
speech Ervad 
Ramyar Karanjia praised the 
Rustom Baug Association and 
especially Mrs. Kumi Daroowalla 
for instituting Religious prizes 
30 years ago, “when I was too 
young to qualify.” “Priests are 
the pillars of society, he told 
the young Athornans “the White 
Crown (Safed Pagdi) you wear 
and the title Ervad you bear 
carries with it responsibilities 
to lead by example a life of 
piety, purity and integrity, to 
be a friend and guide to the 
Community, and observe and 
practice the tenets and rituals 

of our faith.” He reminded the 
audience that our Religion has 
survived the destruction of our 
Holy Scriptures by Alexander and 
persecution by Arabs because 

Fire burning all these centuries. 
Next he explained to the 

audience the hierarchy in 
Priesthood. It starts with the 
juniormost ‘Ervad’ graduates 
to ‘Mobed’,  ‘Dastur’ and ‘Vada 
Dasturji’. The Vote of Thanks 
was said by Mrs. Yasmin Mistry.

Congratulations, Navars And Martabs!
May your tribe increase!

WE LOVE YOU KUMI AUNTY!

bow from public activities. Her moving Farewell Address to her 
thousands of admirers, benefactors and young whose lives she has 
touched and shaped was read out by her talented daughter Dilnaz 
Rohinton Anklesaria, to a standing ovation! 
In tribute, the children of Rustom Baug dressed in colourful 
costumes, presented two dance numbers to audience applause. 
These were followed by the Ladies of the Senior Citizens Group 
of Rustom Baug led by Ervad Jamshed Kotwal singing traditional 
Gujarati songs to thank Kumi Aunty. 

About ZWRF
The Zoroastrian Winter Relief Fund and Rustom Baug Association 
which started by providing blankets for warmth to poor Parsees in 
winter has expanded its activities to provide Medical, Educational 
and Financial aid to the needy and to victims of natural calamities 

Medical Trust. The two funds Special Project to help ‘Ahura Support’, 
an organization started by Rustom Baug parents of special disabled 
children which runs a day – care centre seeking permanent shelter 
for their wards after there are no more.
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Direct Volleyball
Winners – C. J. Colony “Team Tiger”
Zubin Shroff
Farhad Daruwalla
Jimi Driver
Soli Karanjia
Ruzbeh Gandhi
Neville Achadwalla
Areez Mistry

Runners Up – Marzban Colony
Adil Mithaiwala
Anoz Bulsara
Farzan Shroff
Vistas Khambhata
Gev Contractor
Shahzad Ichaporia
Delzad Bhathena

Player of the Tournament
Pezan Bamji of Gamadia Hostel

Good One Nowroze Baug! 

Winners Circle
Indirect Volleyball

Winners Nowroze Baug – A team
Pashin Sanga
Vistasp Sutaria
Rustom Tampal
Malcolm Rustom
Pilzad Engineer
Parastaar Sutaria
Merzi Anklesaria
Parvez Valodwala

Runners up - DPCSW –‘A’
Karl Panday
Jamsheed Daruwala
Hormuzd Pardiwala
Behzad Magra
Johan Daruwala
Homiyar Mistry

Player of the Tournament
Vistasp Sutaria 
RustomTampal

Nowroze Baug Play Centre Volleyball 

The Tournament lasted for a 

All in all there were 18 teams, 
126 players who took part in both the 

‘A’ Team and Marzban Colony – ‘A’ Team 

There was tough competition between 

the two teams, because they are 
stalwarts and the best teams for Direct 

possible only after 4 games which were 
played neck to neck! 

Finals were played between experienced 
Dadar Parsi Colony – ‘A’ Team and young 

Both the teams won 2 games 
each and when it came to the 

their seats because both teams 
were playing good Volleyball, 
putting out their best to make 
sure that they take an early lead 

lucky to take the lead with their 
spirited effort and kept the lead 

The Indirect Volleyball Trophy 
was won by Nowroze Baug –‘A’, 

selected two players for the 
Player of the Tournament prize 
which was bagged by Vistasp 

The disappointment was that quite a 

The standard of the Tournament certainly 

NBPC thanked the residents of 

Tampal for organizing the Tournament, 
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Have you ever heard of 
Leon Dudley... Sorry.
 Ever heard of Kaikhosru 

Shapurji Sorabji?... Maybe.  
Aapro Zubin Mehta? Of 

course, silly. Well to most of the 
Bawajis, that’s the limit as far 
as the western classical music-
Parsi relationship is concerned; 
and maybe Mehli Mehta. 

Well, Leon Dudley was 
born on 14 August, 1892 in 
Chingford, Essex, U.K., of a 
mixed parentage. An Indian 
Parsi Zoroastrian father and, 
mother Madeline Marguerite 
Mathilde Sorabji nee Worthy 
(once believed to be of Spanish-
Italian-Sicilian parentage but 
later it was discovered that she 
was English). Early in his life he 
was attracted to the ancient 
faith, the Parsi, Zoroastrian 
faith, the heritage of his father. 

He, in order to identify 
himself with his Zoroastrian 
lineage changed his name 
to Kaikhosru. When told 
that Kaikhosru is not his real 
name, he explained, “It is 
also stated that my name, 
my real name, that is the 
one I am known by, is not my 
real name. Now one is given 
one’s name – ones  authentic 
ones – at some ceremony as 
baptism, Christening, or the 
like, on the occasion of one’s 
formal reception into a certain 
religious Faith. In the ancient 
Zarathustrian Parsi Community 

to which, on my father’s side, 
I have the honour to belong, 
this ceremony is normally 
performed, as in other faiths, 
in childhood, or owing to 
special circumstances as in my 
case, later in life” 

Kaikhosru’s father Shapurji 
Sorabji was a “musically 
cultured man” but he had no 
intention to allow his son to 
become a musician. In spite 
of his bias against music as 

several of his publications.
Kaikhosru Sorabji was a 

composer, a critic and a concert 
pianist par excellence. His 
compositions are lengthy and 

created a fusion of Oriental 
melody and European 
polyphonic structures. 

Very little is known 
about Sorabji’s early 
life. He had a curious 
independent nature and was 
probably educated at home 
under private tutors. He was 
taught  to play piano by his 
mother at an early age and 
later when he showed talent for 
it he was helped by his mother,s 
friend Emily Endorf-Smith. 

by such diverse composers 
as Claude Debussy, French), 
Karol Szymanowsky (Polish) 
and Ferruccio Busoni (Italian). 
Even as a young boy he loved 
to listen to Gustav Mahler 
and Sergei Rachmaninoff and 
he went to a great length to 
acquire their musical scores, 
especially of the contemporary 
European and Russian music. 

He was a masterly concert 
pianist, but being a very private 

person and a very reluctant 
performer he loathed public 
gatherings. He performed some 
of his own piano compositions 
with great success but this 
was a very rare treat. He 
gave up playing for concerts 
all together in early 1920s.  
Most of his compositions were 
written between 1915 and 
1931 but they remain only as 

manuscripts. 
Between 1920 and 1930s he 

wrote essays on music and was 
a very vocal and caustic music 
critic. His biting criticisms were 
steeped in wit and sarcasm. 

composer. He composed well 
over hundred works between 
1915 and 1985. Many of them 
were piano concertos and 
piano solos of enormous length. 
His most famous oeuvre, 

Opus Clavicembalisticum, 
composed in 1930 has one 
movement lasting nearly 

longest “nonrepetitive piano 
composition” ever written. His 
later compositions were even 
longer like Symphonic Variations 
for piano that  probably lasts 
for nine hours or even more. 
His Jami Symphony, created 
between 1942 and 1951 runs 
into nearly a thousand pages. 
Most of his music is extremely 
complex and technically 
demanding ever, and requires 
a virtuosity of highest level to 
execute them, atleast for the 
concert performances. 

Sorabji used to play some 
of his works, albeit rarely, 
upto 1936. Thereafter he 
stopped playing, and also 
banned the performances 
of his works till 1976; a 
music hermitage for next 
forty years. He considered 

that his work was not suitable 
for conventional concerts and 

commented, “no performance 
at all, is vastly preferable to 
an obscene travesty”. Only in 
1976 he  gave his blessings, 
so to speak to only two to 
play his compositions. They 
were Michael Habermann and  
the great piano soloist Yonty 
Solomon. Nowadays there is an 
increasing number of pianists 
who are proving that his music 
is playable. Neither had Sorabji 
recorded any of his works nor 
any have been published since 
1931, music lovers, and his 
admirers were worried that 
an important repertoire of 
a great composer would be 
lost to posterity, so they have 

his works. In 1988 The Sorabji 
Archive has been established to 
disseminate his work through 
out the world. 

Sorabji the man was a 
recluse by nature. His home 
in village of Corfe Castle, 
Dorset had the unwelcoming 
sign “Visitors Unwelcome.” 
He refused to give interviews 
and any letter he received for 
interviews were turned down 
with a comment not to write to 
him again.  

I had heard of a joke a long 
time ago about a masochist 
who sits for several long hours 
of Sorabji’s ouvere and at the 
end of the performance, he 
stands up and shouts “Once 
more. Once more” I had often 
wondered about his works 
and it was a couple of years 
ago that I heard “Pastiche on 
Habanera” from my favourite 
opera “Carmen” by Bizet, and 
also Fantasie Espagnole and 
Trocatta form “Two Pieces.”  
It was then I realized the true 
musical genius of this great 
Zoroastrian. It is a pity this 
great musical personality has 
not been heard by many. 

Towards the end of his life 
Sorabji suffered from failing 
eyes and was no longer able to 
hold his pen. He ceased to write 
and compose music. He came to 
stay at a private nursing home 
in Winfrith Newburg in the 
county of Dorset. In June 1988 
he suffered from a stroke and 
on 15 October 1988, aged 96  he 
passed away to write and play 
the Great Symphony in Heaven.

Kaikhosru Shapurji Sorabji

Work can leave us all a little bit too 
wound up and what better way to 
unwind and relax than getting yourself 

pampered with beauty treatments and even a 
good massage. Cusrow Baugs’ very own Roxane 

Roxane offers her unique brand of exotic 
and relaxing facials. Each starts with a head 
massage with various aromatic oils followed 
by deep pre-cleansing, steaming, clean uo 

If an aching back is the 
issue, the aromatic oil works 
on the muscles and tendons 
providing you with some 
deserving respite. 

Roxane has a franchise with 
“La Fleur” and the massage 
creams involve a strawberry 
cream coupled with cocoa 
butter.

When we 
chatted with 
the Beauty 
expert she 
said she owes 
her success 
primarily to 
God also to her 
Guru Dr. Dinyar. 
After his training  she  took her art further by 

studying with the Steiner Institut 
de Beauté in United Kingdom.

Roxane believes that it is 
important to tap the energy from 
the universe and apply it on her 
clients and every time that she 
gets working, she strives to see 
that her clients depart from her 
parlour not just looking good but 
also feeling calm, relaxed and 
rejuvenated. 

FOR HAIR PROTEIN & SPA TREATMENTS BOOK SOON.  PSSST!! IF YOU NEED A FACIAL... 
YOU JUST HAVE TO TRY ROXANE!!! 9819379345/ 9819350269.

Delaveen Tarapore

Dara M. Khodaiji

Mickey Mehta says, 
“Life is instant, stress is constant. 
Coffee is needed to get sharpened and 
makeup is needed to look brightened. 
Lust is needed for intimacy to get 
heightened and all faith is lost as people 
keep getting stressed and frightened. 
We have become so loose ended, our 
screws need to get tightened. Top spin 
of this life ought to be stilled, being 
grounded and steady has to be willed. 
Self-control needs to get tightened and 
souls need to get enlightened. Let the life focus get 
centralised, stop meandering and get MickeyMized.”

r

Share this to start a Wellness Revolution for Human Evolution

Discover the genius Musician whom was never completely appreciated!
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Roxanne Bamboat

It is while I was studying 
at Xavier’s College post 
my graduation to do a 

specialized course that 
I discovered a lot of 
hidden gems in the area 
that dished out fantastic 
food at fantastic prices. 
Little lesser known eateries, 
hole in the wall joints and 

establishments. It’s amazing 
how you really discover eating 
out when you’re in college, a 
perpetually hungry teenager on 
a meager income and a roaring 
appetite to eat out and while 
away time with your friends in 
coffee shops.

A hop skip and jump away 
was the legendary Kyani & Co., 
an old Irani style cafe that 
has been around for over a 
hundred years and despite not 
having any sort of facelift in 
terms of decor or even menu, 
it will always be in style. When 
I thought of Kyani I thought of 
good ol Bun Maska and Chai (as I 
would for any Irani/ Parsi Cafe) 
but it is only in the last 7 odd 
years that I have discovered 
there is so much more to it than 
that.

The tables and chairs 
are still the same, the old 
checkered table cloth has 
faded slightly, the restaurant 
has a had a fresh coat of paint 
in the last few years but it isn’t 
very prominent, there is no air 
conditioning or reservations 
and yet none of these things 
make it any less charming or 
deter it’s audience from making 
a quick pit stop before, after or 
even during work.

The menu is cheekily listed 
on the table under the glass so 
there is no hassle of waiting for 
a server to give you a menu, in 

fact there 
is so much it probably would 

The process at Kyani is simple 
and uncomplicated. You arrive 
and snag a table the minute 
you see it empty or you wait 
patiently till you get seated. 
Regulars know what they want 
and within minutes of seating 
a server magically arrives and 
takes your order. For the ones 
that frequent much less, you 
take a few minutes but best 
you hurry or the server won’t 
wait too long for you to make 
up your mind. The food arrives 
swiftly and you relish every 
bite. The bill might come to 
your table but most times you 
pay at the counter and you wish 
whoever sits at the cash counter 
a good day because they always 
smile politely and indulge in 
pleasantries and then you make 
plans to come back here and do 
it all over again.

This isn’t a Starbucks or 
a Cafe Coffee Day where you 
plug in your laptop, order one 
of those ridiculous sounding 
beverages like chai latte or 
something equally pretentious 

on end. No sir, not here. They 
have an adorable hand written 
note next to the menu that 
reminds you that everything 
here moves quickly. This isn’t 
a modern cafe and nor do they 
want to be. 

While chai and bun maska 
is as comforting as ever, my 

personal favorite is their 
Kheema gotala. Spicy kheema, 
a tad bit oily but completely 
forgiven because it’s so 
darn tasty and a good eedoo 
scrambled into the mix. It’s the 
perfect breakfast or snack time 
item. I bring a lot of guests 
visiting from other countries 
(I’m always the local food tour 
guide) and give them a little 
insight into the Parsis and Iranis 
and of course our cafes and 
food. The Kheema is always a 
hit as is their Parsi Akuri. For 
someone who doesn’t care 
much for breakfast on a daily 
basis, I seem to really enjoy 
their eggs and kheema items. 
They have plenty biscuits and 
desserts, some lovely curry 
chawal and pulao which I think 
are served 

days and even 
some chicken 
burgers with 
fries and a 
drink at some 
dirt cheap 
rates which I 
am yet to try.

W h i l e 
every aspect 
of this cafe 
might seem 
like they’re 
stuck in a 
different era, 
judging by 
the crowd and 
the number 
or tables 
c o n s t a n t l y 
o c c u p i e d , 
you can be 
rest assured 
this little 

post 
 a 

s.
f h

jewel serves up delicious 
food and makes for a 

great snack or breakfast  
stop.

KYANI BAKERY & CO.
JSS Road, Jer Mahal Estate, Opposite Metro Cinema, Marine Lines, Mumbai- 400002, #022 30150864
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It  runs in the family!! - 
Tampal Caterers is a good 
example! The food business 

in the  Tampal family has been 
going strong for 3 generations 
right from the time of Dinear P. 
Tampal’s grandfather to father 
to his uncles! The current 
Mr. Tampal started his food 
business around 40 years back. 
His interest, his passion since 
childhood was for cooking food 
and he would help his father 
and uncles most of the time, all 
the while building his expertise 
and acumen to begin his own 
business one day. 

 In the year 1971 he 
started off by catering for 
charity where he catered to 
the needy. He also cated for 
Navjotes and other ceremonies 
organised by lower and middle 
class Zoroastraians on a no 

always been thankful to the 
philanthropist late Rohinton 
Godiwalla and late Freny 
Godiwalla who helped him by 
lending their utensils, tables 
and chairs in the initial days of 
his catering.

Before he struck out on his 
own, Mr. Tampal worked for 
Ramon & Demm. Aroud the 
time, he met with an accident 
and had no choice then but to 
quit his job. Post recovery he 
decided to convert his passion 
for food into a business. Slowly 
the accolades from fellow 
Zoroastrians encouraged him on 
giving him strength and focus.

plunge and focussed  
his business efforts 
toward catering for 
the Zoroastrian 
C o m m u n i t y 
above all. 

Business has 
boomed and 
the clientele has 
now expanded 
to the general 
marketplace and 
anyone who loves good 

Parsi Bhonu. 
His clientele includes the 

Aishwaria Rai Bacchan, Hrithik 
Roshan and Sanjay Leela 
Bhansali to name a few.... 

Dinear P. Tampal proudly 
runs his business under the 
name of TAMPAL CATERERS 
and has lived up to his motto 
‘Customer satisfaction is our 
ladder to success.’ He has 
catered all over India and 

covered many functions 
mainly in Gujarat. 

Tampal has been 
practicing the 
exercise of 
paying personal 
attention fto 
every function 
so that he can 

ensure quality 
food. Even today 

at the age of 65 
he practices the same 

exercise and is also called the 
early bird by his co-workers and 
suppliers.

He further says, “We 
have very loyal customers 
and it is the taste of our food 
which has kept them with us 
and I consider the authentic 
Zoroastrain cuisine taste to be 
my strength. We have customers 
who have tried our catering for 
their Wedding and Navjotes 
functions and have returned to 
us for giving catering orders for 

Navjotes and at times we have 
also witnessed to cater for their 
children’s weddings.  

When asked about his 
signature items, he says that 
patrons should not miss the 
patra-ni-machi, salli boti, 
pulao dal. He promises you will 
go crazy for the his lagan nu 
custard, gajjar meva nu achar 
and Vasanu (seasonal). Tampals 
pickles are popular not only in 
Mumbai but all over Gujarat 
and abroad as well. 

He adds, “I am proud that 
I got the opportunity to cater 
to the Zoroastrians of Calcutta 
who were celebrating their 100 
years Anniversary of the Mehta 
Agiary some years ago and this 
again he catered to on a cost to 
cost basis. 

Tampal would like to 
make a special mention about 
Maneksha Panthaky who has 
been his mentor and gives 
credit for his success to his 
hardwork, his family and his 

Swati KalraSSSSwSw tatatiiii KKKKaKallllrlraa

The Judges Circle

The “May Queen” is truly 
the annual social event 
of the Community. All the 

youngsters and families turned 
up from all across Mumbai and 

beautifully on the evening of 
30th April 2015 ready for some 
entertainment and fun and to 
cheer on the participants. 

The show coordinated by 
Pearl Tirandaz and Yezad Karai 
and featuring a host of Parsi 
talent both backstage and on 
the stage did not disappoint. 
A hit was Chief Guest Jackie 
Shroff who chatted with the 
audience and melted their 
hearts! 

The event began with 
Stephanie D’Souza setting the 

jazzy performance along with 
some dancers grooving to her 
tunes. The choreography for 
the same was done by Pearl 
Tirandaz. 

Burgis Taraporevala and 
Zenia Wadia the charming 
anchors then introduced the 
16 beautiful participants to the 
audience. 

Ashdeen Lilaowala put 
up an excellent fashion show 
choreographed by Dilkhush 
Reporter Ravtewalla. Pretty 
models  dressed in dresses and 
Gara sarees were followed 
up by the stunning Parizad 
Kolah Marshal, khare-khar 
showstopper! 

In the midst of this 
entertainment the top 8 girls 
for the contest were declared. 
Those who made the cut were 
Zinnia Ranji, Shernavaz Jijina, 
Sanaya Anklesaria, Sharmeen 

Vazifdar, Dinaz Mahudawala, 
Jessica Irani, Urveez Kakalia 
and Khushnoor Panthaky.

followed judges got to 
understand the level of 

contestants. The ten day 
training was evident as even 
the most shy of the lot spoke 

and stage presence. Aid 
to Nepal, India’s political 
scenario, environmental issues, 
womans’ empowerment and 
gender equality were the focus 
drawing the audience in with 
some potent issues. 

 Feriyal Mistry belted 
out “Pareshaan” from the 
movie Ishaqzaade and Merzi 
Anklesaria sent his troupe out 
to entertain the audience with 
some Bollyholly moves! 

A Lucky Draw followed and 
Parsi Times’ own Maheringiz 
Khodaiji got on stage and gave 
out the 5 prizes which included 
a Godrej cupboard sponsored 
by Parsi Times as part of our 
celebration of our 4th year 
anniversary! 

sequence was sung by Stephanie 
and choreographed by Hufriya 
Bhiwandiwala. 

The results were to be 
declared and we all could see 
the tension and the heartbeats 

all announced, applauded and 
over! Until next year folks! And 
congrats to all the girls who had 
the gumption to participate and 
the families and friends who 
supported them!

Rajeev KhinchiAtif Malik

Ramona ArethnaMohsin Bhatt

Geeta KapurJasvir Kaur

At 65, Mr. Tampal 
still attends each 
funciton that he 
caters and is known 
as the early bird! 
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Mahudawala, Jessica Irani, Urveez Kakalia and 
Khushnoor Panthaky.

presence. Aid to Nepal, India’s political 
scenario, environmental issues, womans’ 

potent issues. 
 Feriyal Mistry belted out “Pareshaan” 

Anklesaria sent his 
troupe out to entertain 
the audience with 
some Bollyholly moves! 

A Lucky Draw 

cupboard sponsored by 

th 
year anniversary! 

by Stephanie and 

all could see the tension and the heartbeats 

it was all 
announced, 
a p p l a u d e d 
and over! 
Until next 

to all the 

Binaisha M. Surti

I too was a participant last year in May Queen 2014. I can proudly 
say that it was a great decision that I had made... to participate 
in this prestigious contest. It takes a lot of hard work, dedication 

participate are already winners in true spirit as it takes a lot 
of courage to walk the ramp. The most important point every 
contestant learns is how to remain calm, composed and how to 

easy doing that! Most people think that one just walks around on the 
stage looking all dolled up but the truth is that we all go through tremendous 

you young girls, this is a once in a life time opportunity and you all must give it a shot!  
Now here’s what happened at the show!

the
endous 

must give it a shot!

Photo Courtesy Kaizad 
Chinoy  Sound N Screen 

Mohsin Bhatt, Shernavaz Jijina, Arish Patel & Franaita Jijina

The “May Queen” is truly the annual 

melted their hearts! 

Ashdeen Lilaowala put up an excellent 

khar showstopper! 

t o p 

who made the cut were 

Miss Best Hair Miss Beautiful SmileViewers Choice

Miss Talented

Miss Beauty with a Heart

Miss Beautiful Skin / Vivacious

Miss Body Beautiful/ Photogenic

A Choreographed Sequence The Contestants Pose For Parsi Times

Miss Body Beautiful with Atif Malik and Mickey Mehta

A Contestant Braves the Q&A Round

The Pretty Girls Sashay

May Queen 2014 Arnaz Kolah 

with May Queen 2015 
Zinnia Ranji

Parizad Kolah Marshal  is a Showstopper 
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117th SALGREH OF SETH DADABHAI DHUNJIBHAI & SORABJI SHAPURJI GABBA DAR-E-MEHER, BILIMORA

The 23rd of April was the 
perfect day to be at 
Bilimora. The Zarthosti 

world celebrates it as the day of 
the “Aatash Nu Parab”.  I found 
myself travelling through the 
by lanes of Bilimora to reach 
the Agiary just on time for the 
morning Salgreh Nu Jashan. 
The Jashan that began at 10 
am was performed by Bilimora 
Adarian’s Ervad Percy Gustadji 
Panthaki, his young son Ervad 
Zarvan Percy Panthaki and 
Ervad Kurush Aspi Sidhwa from 
Gandevi. The 117th Salgreh 
morning saw a small bunch of 

bedins making their presence 
for the Jashan as being a 
working day, and an evening 
Gambhar arranged; the crowd 
was expected in big numbers 
for the evening “Fala Ni 
Machi”.  Soon after the Jashan 
I had a short chat with young 

Ervad Zarvan, and proceeded 

Mr.Marzban Baria. Thereafter I 
was taken to the Dungerwadi by 
Mr. Homyar Medora, who is the 
secretary at BPZA for the last 
30 years. At the picturesque 
location of the Dungerwadi, I 
met the 60 year old Mr. Minoo 
Jal Variava who has been the 
care taker to this place for the 
last 6 years. Prior to this he 
was with the Gaekwar Mills for 
12 years and did agriculture at 
his village. Mr. Minoo informed 
that the old Dadgah of the 
Dungerwadi was constructed in 
1858 pointing out to the board 
on the small structure. He also 

showed me 
from a distance 
the old & the 
new Dokhmas 
at the huge 14 
acres site of the 
D o n g e r w a d i . 
These were also 
accompan ied 
by a prayer 
hall where 
f a r v a n d y a n 
Jashans were 

performed and the New Dadgah 
& the New in use Dokhma. The 
impressive gate over the well 
built wall along the periphery 
of the land gave a peaceful 
look to this place where a 
Zarthosti body is laid to rest 
to evolve into the eternal 

soul. There was also a 
Bungli on the outskirts 
of the Dongerwadi 
land. Later I was taken 
around the part of the 
Bilimora town where 
a few impressive Parsi 
structures stood to 
history such as the 
MANCHERJI & RATANJI 
TATA HIGH SCHOOL, 
ESTD.1915AD and 

the BURJORJI NASARWANJI 
MANGUSI GENERAL HOSPITAL. 
I was later dropped to Lunch 
and rest for the afternoon at 
the Tata Baug Dharamshala. 
I met the manager Mr. Vispi 
Hormuzji Kika who has been 
here since 1989. He was a part 
of the renovation of this over a 
100 years old structure, which 
took place in 1991. The 1st

was increased from 3 rooms to 
4 rooms along with a dormitory 
with common toilets. The 

under shade to accommodate 
up to 500 people as a Lagan- 
Navjote Hall. Alongside was 
Rustom Baug which was 

for dining and 
other celebrating 
Gambhars, as the 
one for the evening 
on the occasion of 
the Salgreh. The 
Dharamshala which 
was maintained 
by the Bilimora 
Parsi Anjuman and 
the room at the 
Dharamshala were 
well furnished and 

kept clean, tidy and well 
ventilated with windows in all 
directions. The evening came 
and I was back at the Agiary 

“Fala Ni Machi” and so I had 
a short chat with Ervad Percy 
Panthaki. He told me that he 
has been here for the last 17 
years after his Navar in 1996 
under the guidance of Ervad 
Kurush Sidhwa at Gandevi and 
after completion of his 12th; 
he became a Martab from 
Watcha Gandhi Agiary under 
Ervad Aspandiar Dadachanji. 
Ervad Percy explained that 
the evening “Fala Ni Machi” 
is the 1kg of Pure Sandalwood 
procured locally from 
Sandalwood farms bought 
from the contributions of the 
local Bedins of Bilimora and 
surrounding places. The Chasni 
wala at the Agiary Mr. Hoshang 
Shapoorji Tangri was here for 
over 8 years and I was all praise 
for him for the cleanliness 
that he had maintained in 
sparkling every corner of this 
huge Adarian +Dadgah building. 
Mr. Hoshang told me that he 

Contd. on Next Pg.

By P.T. Reporter Khushroo P. Mehta
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Rivers and Ridges
Nothing makes you feel like a kid 

phenomenon so unique that it almost 

Religious Lecture

Free Gambhar 

ERVAD ZARVAN
Young Ervad Zarvan Percy Panthaki is 12 years old and was one of the Mobeds to have performed the Salgreh Jashan at the Gabba Dar-E-

Meher at Bilimora. He became a Navar at the age of 11 years under the guidance of Ervad Faredoon Turel of Surat Shahenshai Aatash Behram. 
Ervad Zarvan is a class 7th Student at the St. Joseph’s English Teaching High School at Bilimora. His favorite subject is Science and his favorite 
sport is Cricket. So yet being like any other child his age, when it comes to praying and performing Jashans alongside his father Ervad Percy, 
Zarvan is a special Kid. Kudos to you Zarvan. Keep up with the Zoroastrian faith and let the Fire of Religion burn brighter in you.

was from the small village of 
Sarakevdi near Vasda but now 
stayed here and was happy to 
serve the Aatash Padshah. The 
“Fala Ni Machi” began with 
the Buoy offerings signifying 
the Geh change in presence 
of the 150 strong Parsi crowds 
which packed the Agiary to its 
capacity. The 9 gongs of the 
Bell at the Kebla and the loud 
and clear chants of Ervad Percy 
Panthaki had every one gripped 
to the prayers. The Machi ended 
with a humbandagi and the 
crowd now moving towards the 

Tata Baug Dharamshala for the 
evening Gambhar. The evening 
Gambhar was well organized 
and served in Parsi style patts 
on two long lines of tables and 
chairs amounting to a hundred 

catering for the day was done 

in town Mr. Rohinton Kumana. 
The success of Mr. Kumana was 
in his own dedicated hard work 
as he believed that putting 
his own hands to work while 
cooking a dish for the Gambhar 
is much more effective than 

sitting on a chair alongside and 
ordering others to do it. The 

making it tastier and adding 

Menu for the day was Sali Margi 
[which was very well cooked 
in gravy and had tender small 
pieces of chicken], Veg. Pulav 
Dal, Sarya, Rotli, Kachumbar, 
Veg Parizee of Tomato, Dana, 
and Potato & Paneer. This was 
followed by delicious Malai 

from Bilimora, Valsad, Navsari, 
Chikli, Gandevi, Vyara, Mandvi 

and elsewhere had a gala 
evening. The interesting site 
for me here was that one of the 
Trustees Mr. Dhanjishaw Avari 
at his age was particular in 
going around all patts wishing 
and handshaking with every 
member at the dining table 
with a Parsi “Jamjoji”. And in 
the greatness of the Managing 
Trustee Mr. Marzban N. Baria 
in sitting last to dine with the 
caterer after all had done with 
the Gambhar. Such nobility and 
warmth is only seen in small 
town Parsis. Wish our metro 

Parsis and Trustees could learn 
something out of these noble 
men who are true to the service 
of Community. On my way back 
by the Flying Rani next morning, 
I was thinking all along; wasn’t 
it not the best of the options 
for me to have spent my Adar 
Roj of Adar Mahino in this grand 
and memorable way. Hope you 
like my coverage.

Dar-E-
hram. 

avorite
Percy, 

With the Blessings of 
Lord Ahura Mazda 
on Adar Roj of Adar 

old History, on a pilgrimage to 
offer prayers at all the 8 Atash 
Behrams in India.

The lively group started at 

for Udvada to offer prayers, 

Behram. Then off to Navsari 
after lunch, to offer prayers 
at the Desai Atashbehram in 
Navsari and thereafter settled 
down at Sorab Baug, Navsari for 
the night.

started for Surat and returned 
to Navsari by Lunch time. At 
Surat they offered prayers at 
the Vakil & Modi Atash Behrams. 
Later that day the members 
returned to Thane.

members started from Thane 
at dawn, reached Dadiseth to 

offer their prayers, followed 
by visiting Banaji, Wadiaji & 
Anjuman Atash Behrams and 
had an additional halt at the 
Sacred Bhikha Behram Kuwa. 
The group returned back to 
Thane before lunch thus 
ending the pilgrimage with a 
great sense of satisfaction, 
peace & tranquility.

The trip was made possible 
because of the untiring efforts 

Wadia (this pilgrimage was his 
brain child) and other Trustees 
as well. 

their special thanks to Mr. Dara 
Deboo, Trustee of Sorab Baug 
Navsari for his spontaneous 

& unconditional support by 
making 9 rooms available for 

and to the care takers of 
Sorab Baug, Ms. Maharukh & 
Mr. Cherag Gandhi for taking 
good care of all the members, 
providing very tasty meals and 

ensuring a comfortable stay at 

also thanks the Donors who 
donated with their mite for this 
noble cause.

By P.T. Reporter Khushroo P. Mehta
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THE SUPREME COURT OF INDIA  
Petition for Special Leave to Appeal (Civil) No. 9732 of 2011  

(From the Judgement and Order dated 11-3-2011 passed by the High  
Court of Judicature at Bombay in Appeal No. 256 of 2010 In Originating  

Summons No. 1909 of 2009 In Suit No. 3091 of 2009)
 Parsi Punchayet Fund and Properties & Ors. ...  Petitioners

Versus

 Janisheed Kanga & Anr. ...   Respondents
 

With a view to amicably settle the differences between the Petitioners and the Respondents the parties submit the following Memorandum 
of Compromise and request this Hon’ble Court to pass orders in terms of the same.

or duties of the High Priests or their authority over religious matters. In the event of any disputed religious conduct by any priest 

3) The Petitioners state that they are Trustees of a Religious and Charitable Trust and have been vested with the Doongerwadi 

in terms of Para 4 herein. 

between the Petitioners and the Respondents. Any observations on these two issues shall be treated as obiter and shall not be 
binding on the Petitioners.

scope of the Trustees powers and duties beyond the said Deed of Trust of 1884. 
9) It is agreed that the Petitioners as Trustees have full power to regulate the performance of religious rites and ceremonies in the 

and duties to ensure that a priest charge-sheeted or convicted of an offence involving moral turpitude should not be allowed to 

aside. 

withdrawn.

set aside. 
12) The decision of the Division Bench on the issue of maintainability of the Originating Summons shall not act as a precedent in other 

matters. 

14) There shall be no order as to costs.

of India. The said SLP will be withdrawn by the petitioners1 in terms of the following statement:

1i.e. the High Priests

Parsi Punchayet Funds and Properties Jamsheed Kanga
Petitioner No. 1 Respondent No. 1

Dinshaw R. Mehta  Homi Khusrokhan
Petitioner No. 2 (Chairman) Respondent No. 2

Read the TERMS OF CONSENT filed in the ‘Alleged Renegade Priest’ Case. We welcome your responses to the same on 
contribute@parsi-times.com . Next week Parsi Times will print a selection of these in our Issue dated 9th May 2015.

The Parsi Lying in Hospital 

nu Suvavarkhanu had 
closed operations a few 
decades ago. Soon the building 
was in ruins. The lease of the 
land (It is lease hold property 

and was also not renewed. The 
Managing Committee Members 
who control the running of the 

to get the property to be put 
to good use. Various persons 
with vested interests (we know 
them but are not disclosing 
their names – at least for the 

offered to buy the property on 
an outright basis. Most offers 
were 30% (or less) of the market 
value – the hospital reservation 

cited as a reason to undervalue 
the property. Fortunately the 

and refused to sell.
It was not till fresh blood 

Committee (MC) became 
proactive – looking for the best 
possible use in the interest of 
the Community. 

In 2010 the MC started 
discussions with a group 
of doctors (who formed a 

specialty orthopedic hospital 
with world class infrastructure 
would be set up. After a year 
of negotiations an agreement 
was arrived at. The agreement 

a share of the revenue (billing 

care and 10% free beds for 

certain amount to be paid as a 
deposit and the company to get 

as well as to get all permissions 
and pay all the fees as well as 

The MC approached the 
Charity Commissioner for 
permission and the BPP for 

The Charity Commissioner 

the Community. However the 

made it into an issue of ego. 
The BPP Trustees are 

custodial Trustees (as they are 
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TRUST NOT TO FOOT THE BILL  
FOR THE LITIGATION??? 

Muncherji Cama’s counsel put forward a 
unique request to the Court!

Given the fact that the Trustees were so 
divided on this issue, Cama’s counsel 
suggested that the Trustees pay from 
their personal funds their share of the 
legal fees. As per Cama’s legal team this 
request has been accepted by the Court! 
We shall know when the Order is signed 
and available to us!

even in Parsi General Hospital) 
and have no say in the running 
of the PLIH, as per the Trust 
Deeds. 

Free treatment for an aging 
community, free beds and free 
surgery by the best orthopedic 
doctors in the country, money 
to buy the parts required to be 
replaced – what else could we 
want? And yet the MC members 
had not taken into account one 
man and his ego!

Muncherji Cama, who was 
one of the signatories to the 
agreement with the doctors, 
being part of the MC at that 
time (before he became a BPP 
Trustee) failed to convince 
his colleagues on the BPP 
Board after he became a BPP 
Trustee. Seeing the possibility 
of litigation between the two 
sides, Mr. Cama resigned from 
the MC of PLIH. 

With no resolution in sight, 
the MC gave the BPP Trustees 
time to get a better offer. 
After three years some of the 
BPP Trustees realized that it 
was simply not possible to 
get a better offer and agreed 
to go ahead with the original 
agreement. 

Four Trustees signed the 
Consent Terms. Mr. Cama who 

the wording signed immediately 

provided by the MC of PLIH. 

behalf of Armaity Tirandaz 
and himself. Two weeks later, 
Mrs. Tirandaz also changed 
her stand and in the BPP Board 
room all six Trustees signed a 

Mehta continued to oppose 

better offers had been received 
from Breach Candy Hospital 
and Dr. Keki Turel.  The High 
Court, not willing to just accept 
Mehta’s word for it, ordered 

some money in the Court to 

such offer existed (as far as we 

Wednesday, a day after efforts 
were still on to try and get 
Mehta to give up his ego in the 
interest of the community. The 
Court asked Mehta’s counsel 
why no seller had come forward 
despite time being given to 
them. The Court also said that 
Charity should not be held to 
ransom by the objections of 
one person and the matter 
was not like some slum 
development scheme where 
certain percentage of people 
had to give their consent. The 
Court said that the next day i.e. 
on Thursday the 30th of April, 

matter and pass orders.

Thursday morning saw a 
new twist. Armaity Tirandaz 

withdrawing her signature (just 
as she had done in the past 

impropriety were made by her 
against Mehta and then she had 
“withdrawn” her signature!) 
making it her third stand in 
three weeks! The Court was 
visibly upset with Tirandaz’s 

solemn statement on oath and 
for any person to say No Yes No 
etc would be frowned upon by 
the Court! The matter was kept 
back till afternoon!

When the matter came up 
the Court passed orders in the 
matter accepting the Consent 
Terms, upholding the order 
of the Charity Commissioner 
whilst noting that the BPP had 
not been able to get a single 
offer in the last four years. 

a stay pending appeal was also 
rejected by the Court.

One man’s ego, false and 
misleading statements, has 
delayed what would have 
by now been a boon to the 

years the laws have changed! 
The success of this vision 
depends on many things. Let us 
hope that no further litigation 
for mere ego battles delays this 
project!

MEHTA LOSES THE HOSPITAL WAR!
Mehta filed various affidavits!

He said the agreement was a sell out!

He said that the Charity Commissioner’s 

order was obtained by fraud!

He said Breach Candy had made a better 

offer – but could not produce it!

He said Nanavati Hospital was “showing” 

interest!

He allegedly spread questionable “facts” 

through messaging software!

He had Tirandaz file two affidavits with him – which at one 

point she said was not with her knowledge (as per alleged 

audio recording available with one of the participants of that 

meeting)

After Tirandaz agreed with the other five Trustees and signed 

the Consent terms she was convinced to again file an affidavit 

“withdrawing” her signature. 

Mehta alleged, shouted, screamed and resorted to various 

other “means”

And Mehta lost.

TIRANDAZ’S PING PONG 
DISPLEASES THE HIGH COURT 

Armaity Tirandaz seems to believe that 

filing affidavits before the High Court 

and then changing her mind and then 

once again changing her mind is simply 

an “acceptable” mode of functioning! 

Unfortunately the High Court did not 

think so! 

Tirandaz, probably under the influence 

of the wrong kind of people, changed 

her stand three times in three weeks! 

Tirandaz has been told by the High Court that this is not 

acceptable and it appears that finally Tirandaz may be forced 

to accept that it is not advisable to go on listening to that 

“inner voice” that comes from outside!
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Since the election by the 
adult franchise, the BPP 
is constantly in focus for 

wrong reasons. The criteria we 
applied to select the candidates 
for the post of Trusteeship 
lacked vision and foresight. 
None of the Trustees we elected 

for business administration and 
accounting which is of greater 
importance for the BPP. The 
main duty of a Panchayat is 
to resolve disputes without 
intervention of courts thereby 
saving unnecessary expenses 
and creating an atmosphere 
of trust and goodwill. The 
Trustees who offer their 
services voluntarily, mostly 
have a hidden agenda to gain 

they occupy. The money and 
the muscle power prevails over 
merits and credibility during 
elections. 

Today there 
is a question on 
the integrity and 
transparency on 
money matters, 
there is total 
lack of harmony 
in the manner of 
their functioning, 
and there is an 
atmosphere of 
doubt and mistrust 
among the Trustees 
themselves. They 
themselves admit 
that they do not see eye to eye 
with one another. Under such 
circumstances, how can they 
serve the Community in such 
a hostile environment? The 
implementation of the code 
of conduct for next election 
is stalled by the Trustees for 
reasons best known to them. 
Any person of dignity and self 
respect would put in his papers 
under the present scenario, 
unless he has some vested 
interest at heart. All the lavish 
expenses to get them elected 
do not justify the way they have 
served the Community. When 
we are witnessing such chaos 
and confusion in the working of 
the BPP. should we not think of 
bringing some radical changes 
to streamline the working of 
this august institution? Though 
Lord Krishna while reciting Gita 
has laid emphasis on desireless 
action, we common people 
are motivated by the fruits of 
action. Today everyone expects 
to get returns for their service, 

and those who offer their service 
without expectations are either 
saints or frauds. In this world 
of advancing technology we 
need to take advantage of the 
techniques and knowledge to 
bring radical changes in our 
business and administration. 
Due to lack of experience 
to handle the situation, and 
not having expert guidance, 
the BPP incurs great losses 
in their day to day activities. 
There is no accountability 
as the governance is in the 
hands of those who consider 
themselves experts without 
being knowledgeable. Many 
loss making companies have 

the leadership. We need 
to introduce professional 
administrators preferably 
an executive from our 
Community, having knowledge 
and experience to manage our 

With wise investment he may 
be able to multiply our wealth 
and bring good returns. We may 
pay him/her in lakhs and save 
in crores. It is time to cleanse 
up the system of all dirt, 
scams, plug in all loop holes 
and rejuvenate the system 
and bring back the tottering 
BPP wagon on the right track. 
The Trustees can remain as 
watchdogs enjoying the status 
and dignity of their position, but 
the administration should be 
managed by experts who will be 
judged on their performance. 
Unlike Trusteeship there is no 

professional individual and 
we have an option to replace 

the performance satisfactory. 

for recoveries of assets, and 
to gain money. Most of the 

suits, and could have been 
solved without criminal waste 

of public money donated to be 
used for the welfare of the poor 
and the needy.

 The chairperson of the BPP 
Trust today is complaining of 

has no money to retrieve our 
precious assets, and even to 
pay salaries to the employees 
and doles to the poor and the 
needy. Mr. Mehta, you as the 
chairperson of BPP are mainly, 
if not solely responsible for 
creating the situation you face 
today. Did you surmise that BPP 
was an ocean of wealth which 
will not dry up however much 
you draw from it? It is strange 
that not even one out of the 
seven leaders elected by the 
Community oppose the illegal 
and the unethical ban on the 
priests which has emptied our 
coffers and brought shame to 
the Community. Even after the 
verdict from the high court you 
continue to pursue the matter. 
If performance of prayers is 

a crime in your 
religious scriptures 
you have not 
understood the 
ABC of Religion. 
Squandering public 
charity funds to 
the tune of over 
three and a half 
crores for fruitless 
litigations and a 
sizable amount 
(undisclosed) for 

to get possession 

heirs of the deceased may be 
considered a crime of a more 
serious nature. Agreed you 
did not have the professional 
skill of fund management, to 
enhance the money through 
wise investment but at least 
you should have realized your 
responsibility to preserve and 
protect what you had acquired. 
Poona Parsi Panchayat had the 
guts and courage to ouster the 
Trustee for misusing his position 
for personal gains. This is the 
sad saga of the BPP which is not 
going to change unless there is 
a change in the mindset of the 
Community. There is no dearth 
of talent in the Community but 
considering the current state of 
affairs in the Community, it will 
not be an easy task. We should 
take up the challenge and 
responsibility to SERVE WITH 
LOVE.

By P.T. Writer Piroja Jokhi
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Jasmine Sahukar

As the Editor rightly said, Parsi 
Times is the young and vibrant 
voice of the Community but 
must say that within such a 
short span of time, you have 
managed to hook the young, 
the not -so-young, the old and 
the not-so-old, all on to the 
PT bandwagon.  I am an avid 
reader and now a contributor 
of your paper and enjoy every 
minute of it.  The love we 
share for each other is indeed 
Mutual!  You are all of FOUR 
and awesome to the CORE!  Sal 
Mubarak &  Happy Happywala  
4th Brithday to You and your 
Team at Parsi Times !!!

Armin Dutia Motashaw
Congratulations to Parsi Times 
team. All the very best. Though 
I really would appreciate if P.T 
could be sent through post to 
places outside Bombay

Hoshang Sethna
ir“hpf“u khpf¡ Aph¡, s¡ R>¡ Ap‘Ï„ “‘pfku 
V$pCçk’... A¡L$ fps“u hpV$ Å¡C“¡ dmu Åe, s¡ 
R>¡ Ap‘Ï„ “‘pfku V$pCçk’... ‘pfku fp¡S>, ‘pfku 
dpl, spfuM, v$u“, âdyM ‘p“p ‘f âNV$ ’pe R>¡, s¡ 
R>¡ Ap‘Ï„ “‘pfku V$pCçk’... “g¡V$f Vy$ ^ A¡qX$V$f 
s’p A¡qX$V$p¡qfeg’ ‘f ä¡ep““p¡ lkdyMp¡ ap¡V$p¡ kp’¡ 
Mygpkpcep® ApqV®$L$g Aph¡,... s¡ R>¡ Ap‘Ï„ “‘pfku 
V$pCçk’... v$f¡L$ ìe[¼s, bÃQp„’u gC by–$p-by–$u“¡ 
Myi L$f¡ s¡ R>¡ Ap‘Ï„ “‘pfku V$pCçk’... kpgN°¡l, 
õ‘p¡V®$k, fds-Nds, bÃQp„, Sy>hp“ L$p¡Z L$ep„ fçey„, 
L$p¡Z ÆÐey„ hN¡f¡ S>Zph¡, s¡ R>¡ Ap‘Ï„ “‘pfku 
V$pCçk’... ArNepfu, Apsibl¡fpd, ‘pfkuAp¡“p 
b^p ̂ prd®L$ õ’p“, S>i“, N„cpf, d¡mphX$p¡ R>‘pe, s¡ 
R>¡ Ap‘Ï„ “‘pfku V$pCçk’... iyc ipv$u, “hÅ¡s, 
S>Þdqv$“, v$¡i ‘fv$¡i“p kdpQpfp¡ QV$pL¡$v$pf g¡ML$“p 
g¡Mp¡ Aph¡, s¡ R>¡ Ap‘Ï„ “‘pfku V$pCçk’... qX$ef 
ddCÆ A“¡ ApS>“u hp“Nu, h^ydp„ C“ ‘fõeyA¡V$ 
Ap¡a l¡‘u“¡k ap¡V$p kp’¡, sfl-sfl“u f¡rk‘u lkhp“y„ 
iy„ g¡ip¡,... L$pìep¡ S>¡ hp„QL$p¡“¡ blº S> Nd¡ R>¡ A¡ 
b^y„ R>‘pe, s¡ R>¡ Ap‘Ï„ “‘pfku V$pCçk’... L$huT, 
L$p¡ÞV¡$õV$, kyX$p¡Ly$ v$f AW$hpqX$e¡ L$„CL$ “hp¡ ‘¡Npd A“¡ 
k„v$¡i My$i L$fu v$¡ s¡hy„ lp¡e, s¡ R>¡ Ap‘Ï„ “‘pfku 
V$pCçk’... l¡‘u b’® X¡$ A“¡ gp„by Apeyóe Sy>N Sy>N 

Æhp¡ “‘pfku V$pCçk’...

Dara Khodaiji
HAPPY BIRTHDAY Parsi Times

Now our young lady is four,
She is bold and frank and much 
more, 
Also mature, to be sure,
Knowledgable too,

PT isn’t a commercial caper.
It is a very serious newspaper, 
Giving news, airing views,
Bio-sketches of the Parsis great
Belonging to the era gone by, 
The era of pride and glory,
The era of our success story,
This in short is your Parsi Times 
Coming to you, 
Saturday, at seven chimes. 

They make possible for the PT 
to come to you.

Freyan, Maherangiz,  
John, Geetaben, Sharda, 

Roshni, Tanzila, Wafa,  Sohrab, 
Pradeep, Khushnum

Hutoxi N. Italia
A very Happy 4th Birthday to 
‘PARSI TIMES’. Thanks to you 
and your Team for bringing to 
us Parsis of all age informative, 
interesting and various topics 
and articles to read especially 
some of them are both in 
English and Gujarati language, 
e.g. ‘Religious Announcement’ 
and the  ‘Paidast’. The ‘Paidast’ 
is in table form and that makes 
it super convenient to read. 
‘Purani Jeans’ is an interesting 
article, wish it was also in 
English. Yes, a very big thanks 
to our Pak Dadar Ahura Mazda 
for blessing Parsi Times for 
Parsi Community.

Namrata Irani
I shall be proud to say that 
Saturday mornings of mine 

are meant for a quick search 
of Parsi Times over the other 
newspapers as even the smallest 
advertisement or article keeps 
me intrigued & updated about 
all the happenings & events.  I 

& Parsi Times is kept the last 
among all the other dailies 
& weekly’s for me to read at 
leisure.

Percy Hirji Elavia & Family
Wishing our dear Parsi 
Times Newspaper a very 
Happy 4th Birthday!!! 

and you have turned 4 years 
old today and we take this 
occasion to congratulate 
you for the many milestones 
reached & best wishes for the 
ones that you will achieve 
ahead under the capable vision 
of your leader (editor) - Freyan.

Saturdays were never so 
exciting before P.T. was born & 
today every Parsi household 
looks forward to know true, 
unbiased news published 
without fear to enlighten 
our Community at the dawn 
of each Saturday. You have 
bravely published news which 
the Community has the right 
to know without showing any 
timidity (which is a quality 
that we greatly admire). 
Your ‘From the Editor’s 
Desk’ is straight from the heart, 
the ‘Parsi Point’ Segment is 
so very eye-opening in which 
you give unbiased facts of the 
goings on in our Community.  
The ‘success stories’ bring 
so much positivity about 
the Community’s future. 
 Community Updates, 
Gujarati jokes, Recipes, 
Quotes, the ‘Pursuit Of 
Happiness’ Segment, Did You 
Know are all worth reading. 
Your reader connect initiatives 

& contests are unparalleled 
in comparison to any other 
Community publication.  
Some opportunities that can 
be tapped in the year ahead -  
I wish that you once again 
start your young & old opinion 
column on current Parsi 
topics/happenings to involve 
the Community. Publishing 
the success stories of 
Community icons/stalwarts of 
yesteryears for inspiring the new 
generation. Publishing tourist 
guides on famous Parsi areas/
pockets in India just like 
the recently published one 
on Navsari in your Navroze 
edition which was very 
informative about the ancestral 
Parsi pocket of many of our 
Community members. These 
places are unknown for many 
in the new generation.

Percy Karani
Hon. Secretary

Thane Parsi Zoroastrian Association (TPZA)

Congratulations on the 
successful completion of 4 
years. It has been a pleasure 
seeing Parsi Times grow 
gradually from conception 
till date. It makes us happy to 
read about all the functions 
and activities covered by 
paper, including those carried 
out on a small scale in the 
various baugs, Thane and 
other Anjumans, which are not 
covered by the other weekly 
papers or magazines. Wish 
you many more successful 
years ahead. May Parsi Times 
expand its coverage in various 
areas and aspects. I would like 
to rate the paper 7.5/10.

 Rohinton Bodhanwalla
Congratulations on success-
fully completing four years of 
PARSI TIMES. We hope to see 
it go through many many more 

years. It has become the most 
popular Newspaper among the 
Parsis.

Ronnie, Meher &  Armaan 
Daruwalla

4 Years, 48 Months, 209 Weeks, 
1,461 Days, 35,064 Hours, 
21,03,840 Minutes, 12,62,30,400 
Seconds & Counting....

On your 4th Birthday, here’s 
wishing PT & your ever-loving 
guardian Freyan  Bhathena 
& Team who have nurtured 
you and taken you to different 
heights. A Very Happy 
& Rocking Birthday PT! 
Your avid & ardent readers, 
every Saturday.

Sam D. Patel
Trustee - Salsette Parsee Association, Andhei [E]

This Parsi Times is really an 
essential commodity for our 
community in India as well as 
abroad because it covers up 
all types of topics like senior 
citizens’ care, sports across 
the country, etc. specially 
your coverage of salgehries 
of various Atashbehrams, 
Daremehers, Dadgarh, etc. You 
also give a detailed obituary 
column which at many times 
helps in identifying the person. 
I am sure the Parsi Times will 

each passing year; specially 
because it is in English which is 
nowadays a common language 
of the modern generation.  At 
the same time you are also 
publishing articles of equal 
interest in Gujarati which is 
read and admired by the older 
generation. I and my wife 
Daisy wish all the very best to 
PARSI TIMES, your goodself 
and the staff. May God Bless 
you all always.
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SITUATION VACANT

CLASSIFIEDS

BUSINESS OFFER

Travel Comfortably in 
Brand New A/c

INNOVA/SKODA RAPID
Reasonable Rates & with 

Excellent Service. 
To Udvada, Navsari, 

Surat, Mahableshwar, 
Shirdi, Goa etc.
Contact Navaaz

9819244454 / 9322279869

SHYAM TRAVELS
Travel in A/C Innova to 

Udwada, Surat, Panchgani 
etc Airport, Local and on 

Happy Ocassions.
CONTACT: 98203 67891

9820987891

SPITAMAAN CREATION
FAIR DEAL - SHOP

at Boyce Agiary Estate - 
Tardeo. 

Embroidered Kurties, 

Sadra, Kusti, Toran.
Bailiff & Sons
9819620666

EXCEL ELECTRONICS
REPAIRS

LCD, LED, Television
DVD Player, Audio 
System
Washing Machine, 
Refrigerator, 
Microwave, AC
Computer

For Details:
9322417064, 9820308174

SERVICES AVAILABLE

Services, Business, Love 
Marriage, Gruhkalesh, 

Sautan, Satru Problem, Laxmi 
Bandhan, Muth Karni, Vashi 
Karan,  Marriage Problem.

Parsi Owned & Driven 
SWIFT D’ZIRE & 

INNOVA CAR
(A.C. & IN GOOD 

CONDITION)
AVAILABLE ON HIRE 

FOR OUTSTATION AND 
WITHIN MUMBAI.
PLEASE CONTACT

ROHINTON - 9223395255

INNOVA Triple A/C 
utmost comfortable & 

reasonable rate, driven 
by Parsi owner for local, 

outstation and happy 
occasion, Kurush Bailiff: 

Please do note that while we are happy to bring 
the Community together via our Classified Section 
we are not responsible and do not endorse any 
product or service advertised in our Classified 
Section and will not be held responsible by any 
third party for the content of the ad space.

D. Shamji & Co.
PARSI DAGLI

Shirts | Pants | Safari Suits
Bhupendra Gohil

22663131 / 9821005381
143-B, Perin Nariman 
Street, (Bazargate Street), 

Fort, Mumbai - 1
dshamji33@gmail.com
www.dshamjidagli.com

ELECTRONICS/REPAIRS

CLOCK REPAIRS
Repairs of English /German 
Grandfather Clocks, 
Quarter Chimers, Carriage 
Clocks, Pocket / Wrist 
Watches. Contact: Cyrus 
Khambatta: 26042635, 
9820895967, 9820257919.

Any Washing Machine /  
Dishwasher /  

Dryer/ Microwave Oven / 
Refrigerator / AC / LCD / 

PLAZMA / LED
Contact NATIONAL

(SAHIL) 9773158833/ 
24034358

One Year Gaurantee

COACHING

AIR-CONDITION REFRIGERATORS 
Indian / Imported 

Double Door, Frost Free
Guarantee Genuine Repairs 
At Your Door Step 
Installations/ Maintenance 
Contract. Splits and 
Window Air-Conditioners 

Frizare 9820197439
26002674 / 65544903

Brand New Renault Scala 
5 seater for  

Local, Outstation,  
Airport pick and drop 
Wedding and Navjote.

Contact:- Sarosh 
9664050845/9820576501

ARMAITY & RASHID D. 
BAMANBEHRAM

First Parsi Lady Videographer
Famous Press Photographer
Ex. Special Executive Magistrate

HD. VIDEOSHOOTING
PHOTOGRAPHY & ALBUMS

Wedding, Navjotes, 
Birthdays & Engagements

Contact: 6/3, Khareghat Colony, 
Hughes Road, Mum-7

armaitybamanbehram@yahoo.com
Armaity: 9820188266
Rashid: 9820224667

PHOTOGRAPHY/VIDEOGRAPHY

TRAVEL Comfortably in 
Mahindra Xylo, 3 Row 
A/C on hire at reasonable 
rate for Airport, Navjote, 
Wedding, Outstation. 

Contact Hutoxi 
9819408576/9819648099.

Travel Comfortably in 
Band New Maruti D’zire 

Tour - A/C (All India 
Permit) At Reasonable 

Rates 
Airport / Local / 

Outstation. Contact 
RuSano: +91-9167351173

FOR COACHING IN 
ENGLISH & FRENCH  

UPTO H.S.C  
CONTACT 9594941126

DRESSMAKERS/ TAILORS

APPLICATIONS ARE INVITED 
from Parsi/Irani Zoroastrian 
Chasniwalla for working in 
an Agiary situated at Western 
Suburbs as a Helper/Cleaner 
for full time. Age no bar. Apply 
within 15 days with application 
giving details like age, salary 
expected, references etc. Call 
9819360049 (11 am to 5 pm)

CATERERS

2BHK 900 BUILT UP TASTEFULLY 
DECORATED & PARTLY 
FURNISHED @TATA MILLS 
CHS, ELPHINSTONE - PAREL 
BLDG # 3, 7TH FLOOR, AGENTS 
WELCOME. 

 
9833297890

JUST FISH 9029493663. 
FRESH & CLEANED  

Jumbo Prawns, Pomfrets, 
Surmai, Halwa,  

500gms packs Rs.400/- 
only. Free Home Delivery 

with COOK for purchase of 
Rs.1500/- worth  

Inaugural week offer

FOOD/TIFFIN SERVICES

INVESTMENTS

Sound advice for your 
investments.Please 

Contact : Vinay V. Lathia 
(M) 9819104111.

PERSONAL

AHURA Services 
9029493663 offers maids, 
nanny, nurses, wardboys, 
trained and reliable staff. 
Daily, Monthly and Yearly.

DEEKAY PACKERS & MOVERS
National, International 
Clearing, Forwarding, 

Vehicles, Pets
16 Years Experience

Kersi: +919892014580, 
+919892922006

PACKERS & MOVERS

INTERIOR EXTERIOR

TEMPO Trucks available 
ON HIRE. We Undertake 
contracts of shifting 
household furniture, etc, 
with skilled labour.

Contact Dutta 
9821319228 / 9820006236

ACCOMODATION AVAILABLE

A PARSI OWNED 3BHK 
AT VASAI (EAST) FOR 
URGENT SALE. 60 LAKHS, 
NEGOITABLE. CALL OR 

WHATSAPP 7350503736

ANTIQUE

PRINCE METAL MART
BUYER OF OLD RECORD, 
AUDIO SYSTEMS,OLD 
CAMERA, OLD NOTE 
BUNDLES, ZARI BORDER 
- SAREES OLD TASBI, 
KERBA, WRIST WATCHES, 
PEN, OLD COINS, GLASS 
WEAR, GERMAN SILVER. 
9920663443 / 9820647858

CAR HIRE

Connect with Editor 
Freyan on freyan@

parsi-times.com and 
get started!!

by books alone, but by 
an instinct guided by the 
Almighty. 

Congratulations!
Mrs. Kumi J. Daroowala,
Senior Citizens Group of 
Rustom Baug.

Dear Mr. Dinyar Dotiwala,
You response to my 

letter to the Editor for 
disposal of bodies of our 
dear ones, and my plea 
to fellow Zoroastrians 
to avoid the method of 
cremation.

The biggest problem 
with our Community is we 
all feel we know it all, and 
that is why we go against 
the wishes of our High 
Priests. If I have stated it 
in my Letter to the Editor 
to avoid doing something, 
this is as suggested by our 
High Priests, since we are 
Fire-Worshipers.

Look at other 
Community, Hindu, Bohras 
or Muslim, can any member 
go against the wishes of 
their High Priests, if not 
then why we Parsis always 
want to prove that we 
know better than our High 
Priests, who toil day in 

and day out to keep our 
Pak Atash Behram, Atash 
Adaran and Atash Dadgah 
Fire pious.

In this context, do 
you still wish to cremate 
bodies of your loved ones 
then be my guest, as many 
of my fellow Community 
will follow the dictum 
what our High Priests will 
state, like I have stated.

Best wishes to you 
brother Dinyar and hope 
you see the light at the end 
of my tunnel and change 
your way of thinking.
Gev Dalal

Dear Editor,
I came across an 

interesting FRONT-PAGE 
report in MID-DAY (18-3-
15) wherein at a Gujarati 
Wedding, an appeal was 
made to donate the eyes, 
instead of giving presents.

Knowing the current 
cost of a dinner, at a Parsi 
Navjote/ Wedding, one 
may not be so altruistic, 
but someone can give 
the lead, by requesting 
the Masina Eye Bank, or 
the J.J. Eye Bank, or the 
Ghaswala Eye Foundation, 
to send a representation 
to enlist the donors.

Doesn’t matter if only 
one donor comes forth. All 
good things have modest 
beginnings. India is short 
of 1,50,000 corneal 
donations per year.

Let our Community 
take a leap formed. In 
evidentially, my wife and I 
signed up, with the Masina 
Eye Bank, in 1998, to 
donate or eyes.
B.T. Dastur

Contd. from Pg 03
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Submitted by: Aafreen Shahrukh Irani
Age:  6 Years

Ingredients:
8 pieces chicken 
Masala:
1 tablespoon dry coriander 
seeds
1 tablespoon jeera
4 cardamoms
6 peppercorns
2 cloves
1 inch cinnamon
½ cup oil 
¼ cup vinegar
Salt to taste
Directions:

Add the oil, vinegar and 

baking dish, arrange the 

Pour the oil and masala 

Place the covered dish in 

chopped coriander and slit 
green chilies

Chicken in Chaat 
Masala

Tushna Mehta

Purveen Dubash is a chef with many knives in her pretty 
home kitchen cabinet. From TV anchor to educator to 
author she is armed with culinary skills to put your tummy 
into a hypnotic state. We are proud to present to you her 
recipes which have the unique distinction of being not 
only simple to follow but yummy to taste!

Name... Havovi Antia
.I work at... RBS  (Royal Bank of Scotland).

I work as... Processor Operations.
That basically means... Operating the funds of the customer and 

thus maintaining the debt of the bank and also transfering profit to 
the P&L.  

My work day begins with...  The day begins with checking the 
mails that have come across through foreign correspondents and 

superiors.
I love this about my job... Complexity of the process and the accuracy level that it demands 

as we deal with the customer’s money.
The best part is it to deal with numbers.

I wish this would change about my job...  It’s a monotonous job process, so I wish for some 
change.  

I have been working here for... 11 months .
I head to office and head back home at these times... 

12:30 – 9:30. 
Some of the things that make up my work day… The colleagues that I work with and the 

friendly environment present at RBS.
Someone I think has an interesting job is…  A Financial Analyst.

Eating a handful of any 
type of nut provides a 

and heart-healthy unsaturated 
fats. Almonds have a slight edge 
over many other tree nuts. They 

calcium and vitamin E than 
several other widely consumed 
tree nuts. Besides their regular 

help hair growth and softness. 

protect the body against heart 

and in promoting healthy hair 
growth.

One of the most important 
tips a person can follow to 

help the hair grow is to eat a 
healthy diet absent of foods 
high in fat or sugar. Along with 

almonds indirectly help you 
maintain a better diet. If you 

are certainly not snacking on 
potato 

fries or 

chocolate 
cake. Since a 
proper diet and 
healthy body are essential for 
proper hair growth and almonds 

it can be said that almonds 
indirectly improve your hair’s 
growth.

Along with eating the 

almond oil to your scalp for 
an inexpensive and effective 
moisturizing treatment. 

features copious amounts of 
vitamin E and vitamin D. When 
a few drops of almond oil are 

oil gently nourishes the scalp 
and smooths the hair cuticles. 
If the treatment is done once 

experience hair growth that is 

In the quest for luxurious 

thousands of rupees on hair 
products and expensive 

treatments every year. 
Between time-consuming 

visits to the salon and expensive 

people never consider that one 
of the best hair care products 
available sits on the shelf at 
their local grocery store.

So get started with Almonds 
and add them to your daily 

or as your evening chai snack 
instead of Biscuits or Bun Maska 

Nuts over Nuts!

potato 
fries or

chocolate 
cake. Since a

If 

ex

tho
pr

vis

This is one of the most popular apps for helping you sleep. Rated 

downloads.
No more lack of sleep or insomnia for you! The sleep that you 
need and want is waiting for you. Relax Melodies and its many 

and complete customizable mixes will help you sleep like never 
before!
Here’s how it works :
1. Create a sleep mix by selecting sounds and music that you like.
2. Slip naturally into a relaxed state or a deep sleep...!

Yazdi Tantra’s column is crafted for those of you who enjoy a bit 

mobile savvy world. This entrepreneur celebrates his interest in the 

on-lyne.blogspot.in and Community  centric Zoroastrians.net. 
Of course, his Parsi Times column is our favourite!

Dear Mamaiji, 
You always make me read the Gujarati calendar date from the front 
page of the Parsi Times. Today is Rashne Roj. What does that mean?
Dear Dikri,
As per the Parsi Calendar, it is Rashne Roj (day) today. This day is 
dedicated to Rashne Yazata who is the powerful Yazata of Justice. 
Rashne Yazata greets the soul after it leaves its body and ‘judges’ it on 
the basis of how they lived while on earth. Rashne helps in doing what is now known as a 
Life Review, post physical death. Along with Sraosh and Meher Yazatas, Rashne also provides 
strength, succour, and assurance to the soul who is now in the spirit world. Rashne is considered 
to be very fair and impartial. And a strict teacher. Every time we are to do any action, speak any 
thing or think something, let’s remember Rashne Yazata and the scales of Justice He holds on 
our passing. So that we remember to Be and Do the good and the right things, now. So that our 
Soul has a peaceful after life. With inputs from Parvez J.  Daruwala

afreen Shahrukh Irani
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Vada Dasturji Khurshed 
Dastur Kekobad Dastoor

It was a tough time for Parsi 
Times when it began and to 
complete 4 years has been a 
great achievement. May it go 
to complete 40 years and even 
more. The paper was started 
on the auspicious occassion 
of Adar Mahino on Adar Roj. 

of Parsi Times always bring 
light to the Community.

g j
Regn. No. MCS/101/2015-17. Published on 2nd May, 2015,

on every Saturday.

VaVada Dasturji Khurshed 
Dastur Kekobad Dastoor

P.T. Cake Courtesy Avan Tengra, Cusrow Baug

Ramiyar Karanjia

In the brief period of 4 years 
Parsi Times has carved a niche 
for itself in the Community. 
With best wishes on your 
birthday and prayers for many 
more birthdays.

Mrs. Kumi J. Daroowala, Mrs. Hutokshi J. Irani, 
Mrs. Yasmin K. Mistry, Mrs. Zarine Bahmani and  

the Senior Citizens Group of Rustom Baug!

To the Up & Progressing by Leaps and Bounds Parsi Times, 
It’s Beautiful and daring Editor Freyan Bhatena and Vibrant Staff,
Happy 4th Birthday! In these Competitive days to be 4 years in 
constant publication is a Special Achievement. Congratulations!
 Your innumerable Readers like us who await for Saturday to be 
kept updated with all interesting happenings in Mumbai, in all 
corners of India and abroad wish you dear ‘Parsi Times’ many, 
many, more years of fruitful and unbiased news for the young and 
old. Our special message “Progress and Growth is not by mere 
chance, it is the result of forces working together”.  Count Your 
Blessings not Problems. Always tread the right religious path, 
awakening in your reader’s lives joy to tread the path of Love, 
Compassion, and fair play. Communicate and spread Brotherhood 
to the world at large! Thought for the day: ‘It is one of the most 
beautiful compensations of this life that no man can sincerely try 
to help another without helping himself’…R.W.Emerson. 
So All Success to Parsi Times,
Pak Yazdan Panah Baad!

Minoo Shroff

Hearty congratulations to 
Parsi Times on its fourth 
anniversary. It is indeed 
a valued addition to Parsi 
Journalism with its detailed 
coverage of news in a balanced 

from publishing controversial 
news which makes it a very 
interesting reading.Noshir Dadrawala

They say, "The window to 
the world can be covered by 
a newspaper". Parsi Times 
is one such "window" to the 
world of "Bawadom". From 
covering Community sports to 
sinful food (a contradiction 
of sorts, considering armchair 
community criticism 
after divine dhansaak is 
our favorite sport), to storms 
in phudnawali tea cups raised 
by zealots, Parsi Times let's it 
all breeze in, if one may add, in a 
chilled out manner! What I like 
about Parsi Times is its easy 
style and youthful vibrancy. It 
provides a fairly liberal 
platform for the Community 
to voice their thoughts and 
opinions. It is bold in its 
approach and does not sweep 
controversial or political 
issues under the carpet. Best 
wishes ... and ... keep adding 
colour (though avoid yellow) to 
the otherwise dull Parsi world 
of petty politics and Religious 
rantings!

Dinshaw Tamboly

In the short span of four years 
Parsi Times has come a long 
way. We have no doubts it will 
grow in strength as the years 
roll by. Walter Lippman had 
said,“There can be no higher 
law in journalism than to 
tell the truth and shame the 
devil.” Kudos to Parsi Times for 
following this principle. Wish 
Parsi Times all the very best in 
the years ahead.

Avan Jesia

Happy Birthday Parsi Times, 
may you go from strength to 
strength.

Armaity Tirandaz

Best wishes for the coming year 
and may you prosper always.

Jimmy Mistry

Kudos to Parsi Times for doing 
a great job for always voicing 
out the unspoken. Wishing 
Parsi Times many more 
successful years. Bravo Kersi, 
Freyan and team.

Anahita Desai

In a short span of 4 years, 
Parsi Times has become the 
most popular paper in the 
Community. Happy Birthday 
and Congratulations

Cyrus Dastoor 
Frohar Foundation

Congratulations to the Team. 
Wish you all the best and 
many many more years of 
truthfulness and power

Cyrus Dastur 
Shamiana the Short Film Club

More power to the Team and 
the hardworking Editor. Its 
commendable how you started 
from scratch 4 years back and 
now you stand at a higher 
level than just a Community 
newspaper. Brilliant work 
and efforts put in by Freyan 
Bhathena for making Parsi 
Times what it is today. You 
guys make a lovely Team. Good 
luck to Parsi Times.

Kobad Mobedjina
Executive Producer - 94.3  Radio ONE (Mumbai)

Here's wishing Parsi Times a 
very happy 4th anniversary. 
Its great to read all about the 
events and happenings in our 
Community and to be abreast 
of what’s happening with us 
from all corners of the world.

burning and a special thanks 
to all the members of The Parsi 
Times team for doing such a 
thorough job every week.

Arnavaz Mistry

Congratulations to the team for 
serving our Community. I hope 
you continue the good work for 
many more years to come. Parsi 
Times has always been a very 
truthful paper. 

Yazdi Tantra

To the mature four year old
Keep being bold
Never to be sold

With a heart of gold

Homi Adajania

Keep celebrating the Parsi 
ethos of a life full of laughter 
and love… Happy Birthday!


